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In Depht

H2020 NICE: Nature-based Solutions for
the creation of a circular urban water
cycle

The NICE project, led by CETIM, will develop, design,

and implement different Nature-based Solutions to

address issues related to the urban water cycle, thereby

enhancing its availability. Our Technological Centre is

already engaged in analyzing new absorbent materials

and implementing mixed-culture microorganisms in

actual wetlands to degrade emerging pollutants present

in the urban water cycle, aiming to achieve the project's

objectives.

Read More

Interview

Anacleto Rizzo

Partner and R&D
specialist at
IRIDRA 

"Designing and

researching multi-

purpose and

efficient solutions

based on nature is

our goal for the

next 25 years" 

Read More

Lastest news  

CETIM's contribution to mitigating the
effects of Climate Change through our
research projects: ZEPPELIN, KEOPS,
and LION-HD

Read more

UMI AQUATIM is developing
technologies for integrated water cycle
management and the recovery of high-
value resources

Read More

We obtain high-quality reused water in
our LIFE GREEN SEWER and LIFE
DRAIN RAIN projects

Read More

We have increased our recruitment by
35% so far in 2023

Read More

Events

13-17 November 2023 - Brussels | CETIM will
participate in the 'Raw Materials Week', the annual event
organised by the European Commission that brings
together leading experts to discuss policies and initiatives in
the field of raw materials. It will be an excellent opportunity
to debate on policies and initiatives in the field of raw
materials and from CETIM we will offer our vision and
experience of the research that we carry out in relation to
this topic, such as H2020 BIORECOVER.    

Read More

20-24 November - Brussels | A new edition of the
'European Hydrogen Week' is coming and CETIM will be
part of it. The event, organised by the European
Commission and Clean Hydrogen Partnership, will bring
together the entire hydrogen sector in one place, Brussels
Expo. All attendees will have the opportunity to attend
conferences, exhibitions and great networking opportunities
to deepen their understanding of hydrogen and learn about
the trends, challenges and opportunities of the hydrogen
industry.    

Read More
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